
UVEX CLEANING LENS 
REF :UVEXCLEAR16

Description:  
Protect your safety eyewear with this especially made solution to refill your Uvex® 
Clear® cleaning stations. 
• 16 oz. bottle with pump. 
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UVEX LENS CLEANING STATION 
REF: UVEX3A4500

Description:  
500 ml Bottle cleaning solution - suitable for all lenses (3A4500) 
Plastic pump for cleaning solution 
 
Size: 
300 x 480 x 165mm 
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UVEX LENS CLEANING DISPENSER 
REF: UVEXDIPSENSER

Description:  
Honeywell 
Uvex Lens Cleaning Solution for safety glasses 

Contains: Dispenser , silicone-free cleaning tissues 700 sheets per box,  
and one bottle 9972-000 (0.5l) of lens cleaning solution ,Pump 
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ZEISS PRE-MOISTENED LENS CLEANING WIPES 
REF :ZEISSPMWIPES

Description:  
Zeiss Lens Cleaning Wipes safely and quickly clean most optics, including eyeglass 
lenses, laptop screens, camera lenses, sunglasses, cell phones and GPS screens. 
The pre-moistened wipes easily remove smudges, and the high tech ammonia free 
formula is safe for anti-reflective coating, leaving a streak free clean.  
200 WIPES/BOX
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DELICATE TASK WIPES 
REF : KIMTECHWIPES

Description:  
KIMTECH SCIENCE* KIMWIPES* Delicate Task Wiper is a light duty wiper that can 
handle a variety of delicate tasks. Easily wipes up liquid and dust. Anti-static 
dispensing reduces lint and electrostatic discharge, controls usage and portability 
reduces waste. Nonabrasive, low-linting and low-extractable wipers for delicate task 
wiping. Contains LINTGUARD®, an anti-static polyshield that reduces lint and 
electrostatic discharge. One-ply. Convenient POP-UP® box. White. 280 WIPES/BOX 

Sizes :11.2 x 21.3cm  
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KIMTECH SCIENCE* KIMWIPES* LOW DUST WIPING PAPER 
REF : KIMTECH SCIENCE*

Description: ultra low dust, wipe the time savings; 
Fine paper, not scraping perianth dry surface; 
Anti-static film, prevents static electricity and dust; 
Good wet and dry strength,would not be broken; 
100% wood pulp with a special process, the texture is pure, efficient water uptake; 
Choose a variety of specifications, to meet different needs. 

Color: white 

Layers: single layer 

Sizes: 110mm * 210mm 
Package quantity: 280pcs 

Quantity per box: 60 boxes 

Total quantity per box: 16800pcs 

Applications: science, analysis of precision instruments, wipe clean; 
Cooperate with the product surface cleaning solvents; precision components wipe; 
Printing equipment clean; 
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